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Let A be a complex Hilbert space with inner product (•, •) and

norm ||-||. Let A be a selfadjoint (in general unbounded) linear

operator on A satisfying

(1) (Ax, x) ^ 0        for all x E D(A),

where D(A) denotes the domain of A. We shall consider "wave"

equations of the form

(2) u"(t) + Au(t) = 0       (IER)

(' =d/dt) with initial data

(3) «(0) = fi E D(A),        u'(0) = /2 E D(A>'2).

Theorem, (i) Let A be a selfadjoint operator on X satisfying (1).

Then for anyfiED(A) and for any f2ED(A112), the initial value prob-

lem (2), (3) has a unique twice strongly continuously differentiable

solution. Let

U} = \\AV2fx\\2 + \\f2\\2.

Then

(4) \\Ali2u(t)\\2 + \\u'(t)\\2 = U,

for all tER- Let {E\, \ER} be the resolution of the identity associated

with A112. Then

(5) lim ||ii1/*ii(0||,=  lim ||w'W||2 = IL-/2
| t\ —» oo | (j —» oo

for all choices of initial data as in (3) if and only if

/>   00

ei,xdi(\\Exx\\2) = 0        for all x E X.
o

(ii) If, in addition, 0 belongs to the resolvent set of A, let

r/ = ||/i||2 + IM-1/2/2||2.

Then

(7) \\u(t)\\2 + \\A-v2u'(t)\\2 = Y,
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for all tER- Moreover,

(8) lim ||«(0||2 =  lim \\A-^2u'(t)\\2 = Tf/2
\t\—»« Ml—**

if and only if (6) holds.
(iii) In order that (6) holds, it is necessary that the function X—>£\x

be strongly continuous for each xEX, and it is sufficient that X—>£xx

be strongly absolutely continuous for each xEX.

Let { F\,\ER} be the resolution of the identity associated with A.

Then E\ = F\z ior all \ER- Thus for xEX, X—»Pxx is strongly con-

tinuous or strongly absolutely continuous if and only if X—*E\x is.

The above theorem is a generalization of a recent result of M. Shin-

brot [3]. Shinbrot proved that the strong absolute continuity of

X—»Pxx for each xEX was a sufficient condition for (5) and (8) to

hold, and that the strong continuity of X—>Pxx was a necessary condi-

tion. Condition (6) is thus the condition, weaker than strong absolute

continuity of X—»Px and stronger than strong continuity of X—»Px,

which is both necessary and sufficient for (5) and (8) to hold.

Our proof is by semigroup methods in contrast to Shinbrot's use of

spectral theoretic methods.

Proof of the theorem. Assume first that 0 is in the resolvent

set of A. The initial value problem (2), (3) can be written as

U'(t) = M U(t),        P(0)=/

where

™=o «=(-::)■ /-©■
The above equation will be viewed as a differential equation in the

Hilbert space Y = D(All2)XX, equipped with the (energy) norm

\(yi)\ = (IU1/23'i||2 + ||y2||2)1/2.

Then, by Lemma 3.1 of [l], M, with domain D(A)XD(A112), is the

infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous group { Tt, tER} of

unitary operators on F. P( is given by the formula

/yx\      /cosh(tB)yx + sinh(t B) B~*y A

' \yJ      \ cosh(tB)y2 + sinh(tB)Byx )

where 5=L41/2, and cosh(tB), sinh(tB) are defined in the obvious

manner in terms of the unitary group (exp(sP), sGjJ?} generated
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by B. The first component of U(t) = Ttf is thus the unique twice

strongly continuously differentiable solution of (2), (3). The unitary

property of Tt proves (4), and (7) follows from

,. „        \/B-lu(t)\\2     l/P-1    0   \       |2

I     /P"1   0   \   I2     i/p-1   0  \  I2

-K b-pIH(o s-.)/|-r'
for all tER-

Note that if V is any unitary operator on X and if x, yEX, then

(10) ||* + Vy\\2 = ||*||2 + ||y||2 + 2 Re (x, Vy).

Now let F = exp( —2/P). Then by (9), the definition of the norm in F,

and the fact that exp(tB) is unitary,

4||«'(7)||2 = ||exp(/P){(/+ F)/2+ (/ - V)Bfx}\\2

= ||/2 + £/i + F(/2-P/1)||2

= 2(||/2||2 + \\Bfx\\2) + 2 Re (f2 + Bfx, V(f2 - Bfx))

by (10) and the parallelogram law. Thus

(11) 2||M'(0||2 = IL- + Re (f2 + Bfx, F(/2 - Bfx)).

A similar calculation yields

(12) 2||M(0||2 = Tf + Re(/i + 5-y2, F(/i - B^f2)).

Hence by (11) and (4), (5) holds if and only if

(13) lim   Re(/2 + Bfx, V(f2 - Bfx)) = 0

ior all fxED(A) (i.e. for all BfxED(B)) and for all f2ED(B). Noting
that F = exp( —2/P), (13) is thus equivalent to

lim (expOP)x, y) = 0

for all x, yED(B) and hence for all x, yECl(D(B))=X. Polarization

shows that this is equivalent to

(14) lim (exp(lB)x, x) = 0       for all x E X.

Therefore (11), (12) and the above calculation show that (5), (14)

and (8) are equivalent. If {Px.XG-R} is the resolution of the identity

associated with ^41/2, then since P=L41/2,
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(exp(tB)x, x) =   f   eiadx(Exx, x),
J o

so that (14) is equivalent to (6). Thus (i) and (ii) are proved in the

case that 0 belongs to the resolvent set of A.

For the general case in (i), let A be a selfadjoint operator on A

satisfying (1). Let ,4„ = ,4+2w-1,41'2+w-27, so that AT=Aw+n~xI.

Let Bn = iAn/2. Then if un is the unique strong solution of

«„" (t) + AnUn(t) = 0 (IER)

with initial data (3), then

(15) u/(t) = cosh(/£„)/2 + sinh(tBn)Bnfi,

as was shown previously. Since

exp(lBn) = eilln exp(lB)

where B=iA112, it follows that as n—»oo , ul converges uniformly on

compact intervals to a necessarily strongly continuous function v

given by

v(l) = cosh(tB)f2 + sinh(tB)Bfx.

Let u(t) =/'0 v(s)ds+fx- Then

Un(l)   =    I      Un'(s)ds +fx^u(t)
J 0

as w—-> oo uniformly on compact intervals. Hence

u"(t) = v'(t) = sinh(tB)Bf2 + cosh(tB)B2fx

since fxED(B), f2ED(B2) by (3). Therefore u is twice strongly con-

tinuously differentiable and

u"(t) + Au(t) = sinh(tB)Bf2 + cosh(tB)B2fx

- B \    {cosh(tB)Bf2 + sinh(sB)B2fx}ds = 0
J o

since /0 exp(sB)x dsED(B) for all xEX and Bf0 exp(sB)x ds

= exp(tB)x—x. Moreover, (4) holds. Thus u is the unique solution of

the initial value problem (2), (3), the uniqueness being a consequence

of (4) and linearity.

Let F = exp(-2/5) as before. Then from (15) it follows that (11)

holds, by the same proof as before. Thus (5) holds if and only if (13)

holds. Since our proof of the equivalence of (13), (14), and (6) did
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not require that A be invertible, we conclude that (5) and (6) are

equivalent.

We remark that it is tempting to try to deduce the general case of

(i) from the special case that A is invertible by applying the Trotter-

Kato semigroup convergence theorem [4],  [2], [5] to the groups

where A„=AV2+n~lI. However, the hypotheses of the Trotter-

Kato theorem are not satisfied in this case since sup„,( | Ttf\ = oo,

where | ■ | is any norm which makes F = 7?(^41/2) XA into a Banach

space.

It remains to prove (iii). If \—>E\x is not strongly continuous on R

for each x£A, thenyl1'2 has an eigenvalue X. Letx be a corresponding

(nonzero) eigenvector. Then exp(itAlt2)x = emx, and so

(exp(itAl!2)x, x) = e'A||a;||2,

which does not converge to 0 as 11\ —»oo ; hence (14) fails to hold and

so (6) fails to hold.

Finally, let gx(X) = \\E\x\\2. Suppose that gx is absolutely continuous

for each xEX. gx is also monotone nondecreasing and bounded.

Hence its derivative, gx , belongs to Lr(0, co). Therefore for each

xEX,

/I   CO /»   00e"\/x(||Ex*||*) =   I     e'V (X)rfX -» 0
0 "^ 0

as | ^| —> go by the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, and so (6) holds. This

completes the proof.
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